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< p > during the period of Anti Japanese War, the New Fourth Army had in Yancheng City, Jiangsu Province, the reconstruction of the
army, the establishment of according to the leadership in Central China Anti Japanese guerrilla war. Years of circulation, now in the
emerging industrial and commercial city is the only professional N4A memorial. Museum has on display a variety of historical and
cultural relics are numerous, let reporters impression profound was undoubtedly a car seized the puppet of the bicycle and a Zhang
Shaojiao of the newspaper. Looking at the exhibits, listened to them behind the story, the reporter seemed to have exposure to the
bloody battlefield, the immediate show vivid picture of the New Fourth Army soldiers fought bravely against Japanese invaders. a
bike and its two owners < p > this car hanging "full" brand trademark old-fashioned bicycles, by the puppet Manchukuo Manchuria
Railway Corporation production, follow the pace of Japanese aggression against China to central China, in a battle by the New
Fourth Army seized. As war booty, bicycles were assigned to the New Fourth Army female warrior li Chunhua. From then on, Li
Chunhua the bicycle carrying supplies and transfer the information, and even to transport the wounded. This trophy accompanied by
Li Chunhua spent the war ridden years of the Anti Japanese War, ushered in the founding of new China, and along with she went to
the Korean battlefield. In 1986, in Beijing Li Chunhua heard the news that the New Fourth Army memorial hall was built, thousands of
miles away to with the decades old bicycle to send to the Yancheng memorial of New Fourth Army, want to through the bike to the
people about the war of resistance against Japan to the unforgettable flames of years. From then on, in the hall of the memorial hall
more than a precious exhibits. story is not over. Two years later, a dramatic thing happened on the bike. < p > it is the summer of
1988, during a visit to the memorial of New Fourth Army of a group of Japanese audience, an old man, see the bike, saw him stop
scrutiny, Muse, and from the carry on baggage pulls out the old Notepad. When he will be on the car on the 120424 number and seal
number of nuclear phase time, surprise to the side of his entourage said: "this...... This is the bike that I abandoned! The number is
complete and correct!" The old man is when the Japanese invasion of China in the 20th century, the 1980s Japanese co production
of television, "said Yangtze River, the Japanese general director Sada Masahito. < p > originally, 45 years ago, Sada Masahito was
forced to enlist in the military came to China, as the Japanese invaders in the 12th brigade intelligence officer, in the northern Jiangsu
Huaihai region and other seven Japanese riding bicycle search intelligence. Once, en route and the New Fourth Army meet and pass
around to shout to kill a voice, frighten he hurriedly left his bicycle and roadside sorghum drilling and fled. Over the past 40 years, the
car again, really adventure. Reporter then I do not know the Japanese invaders is out of nostalgia of the old, still want to from the car
to erase what he actually to Memorial proposed, as long as it can let the bike back to his side, whether in what conditions as
exchange he is willing to. However, the puppet bike is the witness of history, is the earth from the Japanese army trampled irrefutable
evidence, his request was refused. 5> year 
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